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CIIAl'EL HILL 'D8SIGN OF CO);"TROL P!(OGRAHS' GRAllUATE COUHSE 

Professor D. N. Freeman, Triangle Universities Computation 
Cent.er, North Carolina. 

(The syllahus for the course outlined below is given in 
Appendix 2 and some selected references are given in 
Appendix ) 

In introducing his paper, Professor Freeman stated that it was based 

upon a new course at his University and that the syllabus was not fully 

'established, in t.he sense t.hat the first trial was still under way. The 

Department of Computer Science at the University of North Carolina is young 

and the course described is in the graduate curriculum; however, some Borne 

undergraduat.es attended this course and were among the best students. The 

course, therefore, was designed primarily for masters and doctorate candidates; 

pre-requisites for the course included coverage of machine 'architecture, storage 

protection, interrupts, and procedure-oriented languages such as ALGOL, FORTRAN, 

and PL/,." The students on this second-year graduate course were gene rally quite 

highly motivated and require little 'policing' by examinations and homework. 

SCOpg 01<' THE COURSE - OF CONTROL PIWGnANS 

ProfeSRor Freeman interpreted the term tcontrol programs ' in a limited 

sellse, excluding language processors, sorts, linl<age editor and the like but 

including the resident supervisor, non-rp.sident supervisor facilities, "and special 

programs concerned with such features as interactive services and remote job entry. 

The course is intended to stress the a,ccumuilltion and judicious scheduling 

of jobs, not as a plan for success but. rather as a description of malfunctions, 

failures and problems currently encountered and of recent expedients which have 

proved nece ssllry for rehabilitllting manufllcturer's software. The topic is 

approllched in such Il way o.s to solicit dissertations from students, to ·seek out 

suitable topics for bigger problems, and to excite students about the field of 

study. For such a courso, u. number of nlternntive topics can be treaten, in 

particular the following: 

Hatch versus interactive computing 

Professor I'reeman pointed out thllt although there are scheduling 

/requiremellts 
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requirements fr om interactive computing , more probl ems exi s t in batch processing, 

particularly where one must both provide a pla,nned service within the supervisor 

to meet intermittent demands , and al s o t o cope with unexpected events, such as 

the ability to continue limited operations after f ailure of one part of the 

Rlo,chine. He noted that little provis ion for this was made in computing systems 

today a nd little work indeed was ' being undertaken in this field by universities. 

He stressed t he need for recovery in supervisor sys tems and, drew the attention 

of the audience to the fact that a univers ity was somewhat atypical in the 

context of penalties following ma chine bre akdown. He suggested that it was 

necessary to pr ogram into the sys tem f acilitie s which in the event of breakdown 

would both give a clear indication 'to the operator and, at the same time, do as 

muc h lJoss ib l e to attempt to recove r from the detected catastrophe. He 

comment ed on the necessity to safegua rd essential e lements in certain storage 

l evAls and stressed that the competence of pres ent s tudents, in 5 years, might 

we II lJe e val uat ed in terms of the reliability of the computing services they 

provid". 

Historical vers us projective approach 

ProfesR or Freeman pointed out that one of the main methods of gaining 

t he knowledge and understanding of the hi s tor y in this field was by the ability 

to refer to 'past experience in schol arlYllape r s and manuals. He preferred to 

restrict formal lecturing on this topic and to devote oral contact time to 

di scussi ng present and future systems. 'rhus, his own lectures comprise the 
, 

present, his v i ew of the future, and very little of the past. He pointed out 

t hat this was the second choice which he faced when de s igning this course. 

Br eadth of coverage vers us thorough study of ono system 

'l'ho third choice facing him in the design of the course was whether to 

Rivo equal treatment to the operating sys tems produced by various manufacturers, 

or to restrict himself to discus s ing in greater depths problems in the context of 

a single operating system. He concluded that the latter was more desirable and 

that for his course the example cho snn was the Sys t em/360 Opernting System; 

however, he noted thnt the students llave monograph pape r s on operating systems for 

lother 



other machines and used OS/360 as the basis of common experience - it was found 

that this also prQvided the students with convenient and consistent nomenclature. 

8 and GEORGE III were cited as examples of other suitable operating systems 

for student monographs. The course, however, concentrated on the control 

program aspects of OS/360. 

There were a number of special topics within this framework, and it 

was desirable for students to relate lectures to their own computing experience, 

which at UNC is almost exclusively with OS/360. (He mentioned that there were 

process control machines in the area 'but these were inconveniently placed being 

approximately 150 miles away). He stressed that an important feature of his 

lecture course was the opportunity for students to cha,llenge course material by 

extrapolation from their own experience. 

The course, therefore, was intended to delve into single operating 

system. Professor Freeman lays particular stress on the needs of the next 

generation, thinking in terms of, say, compilers 10 ye,ars hence or the problems 

of data management in 5 years' time. ' The major emphasis of the course is, 

therefore, what scale and type of problem will the stud,ents be facing as control 

program designers in 5 years time. 

CS OF THE C OURS': 

The course wns designed on a p.art11 lecture/ part seminar basis in which 

l'r formal 75-minute lectures were given nnd 1;2 papers were presented by the 

s tudents. 

Because a high proportion of students on the course have undergraduate 

degrees from other universities, it was considerocl to devote the first 

five formnl "lectures to remec1io.l rp.view aime.d ftt ensuring 8· common un i1erstanding 

of third-generation hnrdware, us mnny of the students hnve only vague under-

standing of maChine-language arithmetic, and eren less understanding of general 

data proce ssing instructions and privileged operations. The following seven 

lectures were devoted to the elements of OS/360, and the last, five lectures 

devoted to special topics including memory, real-time requirements, and the 

evaluation and study of memory hierarchies. 
lOne important 
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Olle important inclusion in the course ,·,ork arose from observation 

of the chronic inarticulateness of doctoral candidates, - i.e. their incapacity 

for writing or speaking well. A requirement both to write and to l ecture was 

therefore planned into the course • 

. 8ach student is required to prepare a small monoll'ro.ph of 20 - 40 

paRes. The students founr1 thts to be very useful but each student needed 

approximately three hours of Professor Freeman's time in individual assistance 

with his monograph. The requirement for this document was that it should be 

cOlllparable to a draft for a master's thesis; Professor J;!'reeman provided copies 

of two of the hetter examples. (1,2). 

In addition to the written paper, each student gave a 15-minute 

lecture on the topic, as though at a computer conference. Students accepted 

this activity as a joint venture, interacting well with shoever was presenting 

the l ecture, although they were very dubious about this at first. They soon 

realised the advantages of a critical approac h although it took some time for ' 

them to ree,lise that a replay of manufacturer's literature was not good enough. 

l'his sort of presentation was thought of as perhaps being adequate for the 

manufacturer's purposes but not being sufficiently scholarly for the requirements 

of' this course. 

Opinions varied as to whether such a course should be given as straight 

lectures, ,.,th the attendant difficulties of student pR.rticipation, or whether it 

would he more desirable to make the course a round table seminar. Professor 

Freeman took the middle ground, formf1.1 lectures with student presentation 

nnd research exercises and offered the opinion that, even in a seminar 

atmosphere with good students, it was more successful if the lead.er gave a 

reasonalJle proportion of the lectures. 
/1',l8 UNC 

(1) Austin, J.H. A ,tudy of sta.ck archi tccture in control program design. 
Course thesis, J)epartment of Computer and Information Science, University of 
North C"rolil1fl. at Chapel Hill, (December 1968 ). 

( 2) lihitloch, ,J.S . . (jr.) Asymmetric multi-processors. Course thesis, Department 
of C;omputer al1d Informat i.on Sc i ence, University of North Cltrolinf1. a.t Chapel Hill, 
(December 1968). 
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THE UNC CONPUTING ENVIlWNHENT 

The computing network within which this activity takes place involves 

three major universities and forty-five smaller colleges sCRttered over a fairly 

wide area. The problem facing the designers of the system for this network 

was 'How do remote colleges get appropriate services?' . Clearly, some services 

might be provided locally and , some at the main centre. to obtain a balance it 

was , of course , necessary to consider design and financial criterin as well as 

technical problems. The key to the technical problems is the provision of a 

l arge , distributed-response system _ . something which will be imperative in 

twenty years' time - and the key to this is the provision of adequate tele-

communications to the distant geographic locations in such a way that there is 

a homo p,ene ous interface, as far as the user is concerned, on a state or even 

nation-wide basis. The aim of this system is that when a job is submitted to 

a terminal, i " flows in the network until it reaches a processor which is not 

over-loaded and is capable of handling the job. 

Professor Freeman stressed that students should understand large 

distrihuted-response sys tems, both ·uecause of their social implications, and, 

more important in the present context, because of the technical implications 

and short-comings of current systems. 

BASIC INPU'l'/OU'I'l'UT SUPE RVISOR PROJECT 

l'hus, the physical context· in which this project was evolved was a 

large 360 system serving the three universities. Due to the heavy load on 

the system it was impossible to permit students to· roe·L direct experience of 

supervisor· operations, as the system was operating 21 hours pc r drty for 7 days 

per week. As a service facility , 'l'UCC c·annot furnish significant time for 

students on a 'stand alone' basis. Also personnel unfamilia r with the 

operatinr, protocols would be unable to test programs without assistance. Nor 

was it viable from t he commercial a.nd administrative viewpoints. 

It wo uld of course be possible to use a small mltchine like an 1130 

or a l'D1'8 for control progralOl experimentation. the three universities 

had invested. most of their funds on the larp,c centre 1 machine, together with / its 
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its high-speed satellites which are minimum computer configurations to meet 

the tasks required of them. Further, the course was concerned with the 

problems of big systems, not ,dth those of small systems (for which the control 

programs are relatively trivial). 

The aim of the project was to give some experience of the design of 

control programs for large systems and yet to avoid interference with normal 

operation. The course was divided up into three teams for the project. 

Team I was directed to produce a hardware simulator which was to be used in 

conjunction with the I/O supervisor . provided by team 2. The work of both these 

teams was tested by team 3, an anplications group, which developed test programs 

to evaluate the accuracy and performance of the I/O supervisor and the hardware 

simulator. l'hese interfaces between the teams helped to provide a better 

understanding of such problems as the asynchronous operation of channels, 

interupts, . and the flow ot control between supervisor and application programs. 

Professor Freeman illustrated this on the blackboard (see Appendix 1). 

In the followinr. paragraphs, numbers given endosed in parentheses «(3) etc.) 

refer to this appendix. He remarked at (1) that normal 'execute channel 

program' calls to the I/O supervisor were replaced in the sh:ulator by 'call s ', 

thus rroviitinr, the interface between the programmi.ng of teams 2 and. 3; and at 

(2) that the l'CH instruction (o.nd. similarly the SIO instruction) which in a real 

I/O supervisor initiates channel operation was also replaced by a 'call'. 

was the mechanism which permitted coupiing together of separate sections of 

program written by the three teams. 

At (3), he observed tnat the · problem of simulating a hardware I/O 

This 

interrupt could be resolved by using services of the timer. The asynchronous 

ending of channel operations vas controlled by maintaining a 'Future-Events 

Queue', containing timer interval one for each channel operation 

currently in process. Upon completion of one of these, team 1 would. attempt, 

by examining the simulated System Hask of ten.m 2, to PR.SS control to the 

asynchronous interrupt processor of team 2. If the mnsl, was not enabled, the 

interrupt ;rould be 'lueued until such time as the mask ,;as enabled. 

/Professor Freeman 
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Professor Freeman impressed on his audience the very real s uccess 

of this pure software approach, enabling access to the machine of the order of 

five times a day, instead of only in the early hours of Sunday morning. He 

also conjectured that this approach could be fruitful and desirab l e for 

checking out a real I/O s upervisor, where in real life it is difficult to 

induce, for instance, machine failures at will. 

Hent ioning the reactions of hi s students to this proj ect, Professor 

Freeman said that while they came to this course familiar with the concepts of 

application programs, they had sketchy knowledge of the area covered by te am 2 

and that the ground. covered by team l' s work was entirely new to them . There 

were five students in each team , . ano. their results would probably not be 

complete by the end of the one semester al located to the project. The r e was 

considerable t eam rivalry; for instance, team 3 could produce applications to 

demonstrate that the programs of · teams 1 and 2 were not working properly. While 

his co lleagues r egard.ed this project with s ome scepticism as be ing too ambitious, 

he personal ly felt that the students behefitted from being challenged and that 

the exposure and appreciation of the problems involved, and the techniques 

to s olve them, were mo r e important than the successful completion of the project. 

AN AL'l'EltNATlVE APPROACH 

As an a l ternative to the proje ct outlined above, other faculty members 

had sugges ted that s tudents be encouraged to create good s oftware for opera ting 

sys tems. In the view of the speaker, the system ,ms too large and complex for 

this tb be a reasonab l e proposition and, in addition, the tasks which could be 

created for them did no t contain sufficient intellectual content . The ne arest 

one could get to bringing the students into the li fe of n computing was 

to act on the basis of simul ation, r ather than to operate in a system in which 

the congestion was so gre at that it was unfair to the students. 

Freeman I s view, to require them to work • 

In Professor 

Professor l;"ree mu.n stressed that the above appro ach hud achieved the 

main aims of the course for the stud ents: 

1. to give them exposure to the problems of the present and 

the future; /2. 
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2. to help them to write a good thesis; 

and 3. to , keep them out of the computer centre. 

FINAL 

In doctoral stUdies at lINC, students are not generally sensitive to 

grades; however, they should clemonstrate that they have read the reference 

materials. It was, therefore, normal practice to examine them on the monographs 

of their fellows, and to ,]uiz them on their ImD'fledge of the bibliography. 

Professor Freeman stressed that a most prominent aspect of the students' 

performance depended on the personal relationships developed between themselves 

and their teachers; both parties felt that the key to performance was in 

faculty evaluation of individual students, which is not necessarily reflected 

in course grades. 

THE COHPUTEl< AND INFOIlNA'rION SCIENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY 
OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL BILL , 

The department comprises two full professors, two associate 

professors, two assistant professors, aud no full-time instructors. In . 
addition to these, there are two adjunct professors, of which Professor Freeman 

is one. He pointed out that the teaching was rather hierarchical: the 

faculty teaches sixty postgraduate students, thirty of whom were at the doctoral 

or pre_doctoral level, the remainder being at the terminal masters degree level. 

Of these sixty, fifty of them taught on thirty-six undergraduate courses, the 

total annual throughput currently being 1,000 students, expected to double 

annually in the next year or two. 

He stressed that the faculty staff did little undergraduate teaching 

but they cntalysed undergraduate teaching by interaction with graduate students, 

and pointed out that his department specialised in theory for 'further computer 

education, so as to obtain a different view. ' 

HATEIl.IAL FOR 'filE COUi'S" 

Professor F'reeman comlnented on some of the more important omissions 

and inclusions in his course ". 

1. History. Be emphasised that the historical content of his course 

was very low, as he felt that the past \fas either of little value or its 

..... t · 
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he 1iished to make his students view critically and be sceptical of literature 

distributed by computing manufacturers, although not in a hostile way. 

2. Time sharing and process control. He felt that the evolution of 

operating systems and telecommunications were of primary importance, and 

that time sharing systems were not so important, mainly becB,use they were 

treated so well in the literature. Also littl e first-hand experience of 

paged-memory systems, was avai l able at 1'UCC and his students were aware of this 

lack of treatment. Proces s control was, he also felt, too speciali,ed a 

subject to treat by itself - it was sufficient if his students gained a good 

background knowl edge of proce s s from the course to enable t hem to take 

it further if they so wished. 

3. Nul tiple Services Systems. In s tead, he concentrated mainly on the 

' Hultiple Services ' type of system, where interactive computing, enquiry 

services and batch processing were all combined, largely because it made the 

problems harder and more interesting and, nearer to the practical needs of modern 

computer users - conformity to the needs of a group of users was definite ly 

an out of date idea. He commented that stUllents, after a t i me, felt the 

ne ed to e scape from the purely theoretical aspects of operating systems, by 

relating them, if possible, to the actual operating system available on their 

own campus, with its advantages and failures. 1'he multiple services system 

was also the etrea of research which had been employed by research workers up to 

the present date. 

'fhe multi pIc services systec, also had ma rked efficiency advantages. 

A large computer, hiring at the rental of $80,000 per month still had the 

advantage in cost-effectiveness over a small computer such as an 1130 hiring at 

$2,000 per month, i.e. even at a cos t ratio of about 40:1 it was still cheaper 

to run the large machine; furthermore, four out of five of the peopl e on the 

conrse would probably eventually work in large systems rather than small ones, 

since the former are nlways (treedy of manpower. 

4. Dnta. management. Very little was included about data management as it 

seemed to be separate from the main theme of opera.ting systems, although the 

/ problems 
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problems involved in access to a large data base were appreciated on the course. 

Stressed Themes 

Professor Freeman then discussed elements of the control program which 

were treated. in the course, in order of i.mportance: 

1 • Task Nanagement. He explained that this subject was now well developed 

and s traightforward to implement. The students should understand and be fully 

of the decision mechan:lsms, which are reactive rather than self-starting. 

Initially they were rather unaware of priority concepts or asynchronous operation; 

they should learn to appreciate the cost of proces s or and core storage ulilisation, 

and the use of resources, and also the problem of attempting to cost these by 

an a l gorithm which is neither complicated or so crude as to be worthless. Core 

allocation and deallocation, and the characteristics . of the way in which this is 

handled, were treated as being very important. It had been found that the 

presentation to the stude nts was best made in the cold light of the reality of 

an exis ting sys tem. 

2. Data Nanagement. This subject was left as read.ing matter for the students, 

a s there was insufficient time in the course t.o i.t l('ludp. it. The problems 

itl necess to a data we re di sc l1 ssed. 

3 . .Job The s nbject' covererl under this headinr included 

scheduling problems of the type that charo.cterise the complete system, as 

fo110wsl -

3. 1 At a very early s tage, the technolo('y of efficient'spooling' 

(acquisition of jobs and on disk, from local card readers and remote 

sites ) wa s explained and emphasised to be of primary importance for a fast system. 

The variety of jobs and ways of job submission were discussed, e.g. should 

pres canning of job control statements be done by a small remote computer rather 

than in the main machine . 
-5 

He presented the latter alternative to his students 

as being se nsible while explaining that the cost of the small remote ma.chine 

should be kept to a minimum. 

3.2 'Fire Alarm' Services, or reactions to machine failures of various 

t y pes are not usually resident hut require ft substn.ntiul fraction of the 
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processing capability when required . Profe s sor Freeman asked his audience 

at this point if ' they could let him know of any more useful multiple service 

functions of this ' type which they had encountered, as he said that the usual 

service given was that the machine stopped dead instead of performing a 

'graceful degradation'. As far as was known, such a capabil i ty was non-

existent at the present time and he felt that these services should b.e 

provided and that they should require standard rather than special equipment 

for their operation. This requirement was made c l ear to his students. 

3.3 Interactive Services included both conversational programs and 

direct inquiry services. Professor Freeman found that this was the best 

place to discuss these topics as they required access to the same facilities 

and I/O operations as other types of job. 

3.4 High-Speed Batch Processors 

3.5 Background Processors, which could utilise any remaining available 

processor time as a background ·for l arge jobs which were not so urgent. The 

distinction was made to the students between the types of job for the two ' 

processors. Professor Freeman went on to make a· comparison be tween interactive 

services and the high-speed batch and background processors. The most practical 

processor, fast enough to cope with student problems, was a high-speed batch 

processor, to which much care and optimi$ing effort has been devoted. A turn-

around of once per day for the students' jobs was not adequate, and at ten times 

per day they took insufficient the optimum therefore lay somewhere 

between . He digressed a to mention that interactive services were 

being viewed as a useful tool for the education of underprivileged or retarded 

children, using Computer Assisted Instruction (C .A.I. ); and that many people 

working in the behaviourial sciences were eager to develop C.A.I. for instructional 

tools, despite the apparent disillusionment of the U.S. Government with C.A.I. 

DI SCUSSION 

Tho discussion follo;"ing this paper, which waS presented in two parts centred 

on three points; exwnination of student s, systems maintenance and instrumen-

t ation, and the desirability of completing the basic I /O supervisor project. 

/Exam ination 
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Examination of Students 

The point was made that the approach to this topic as outlined by 

Profes s or Freeman caused some problems in examination of students and, in 

general, this "las a difficult subject to examine in any event (Page). It 

was felt that conventional written examinations might not do justice to the 

student's understanding of the subject and it would be preferable to take into 

account, perhaps more so than in other areas of computing science, the course 

work of the student and the teacher's opinion of the student's general performanoe 

(Freeman, and others). 

Systems Haintenance and Instrumentation 

It was generally found amongst the audience that no one had much 

experience of teaching the techniques of instrumentation and it was felt (Needham) 

that it might be difficult to show students why the topic was important and how 

to interpret the measurements whi'ch were possible on any given system. One 

difficulty was that it was fairly difficult to watch a system at work (Freeman) 

and it would probably be necessary to teach the topic as an intellectual 

exercise for, although the students could go to the computer system and see the 

meters being placed around the machine and read the measurements off, to provide 

any student exercise in which they themselves 'metered' the system would be too 

costly in a total system utilization. It was considered more likely that the 

best approach for thi s would be to use case histories (Needham). Another way 

of approaching this might be by simulation (Nichaelson) which could provide the 

opportunity of showing the necessity of instrumentation and giving simulated 

'hands experi.ence. 

1I00;ever, Ii point which should be tak,en into consideration was that of 

the balance of the cour se (Freeman). It was aereod that detailed attention to 

this topic might be desirable and produce more sophisticated people as would be 

true of a more d,etailed approach to many other possible topics; to take such a 

view would mean that the course should be extended and it might be more ' 

appropriate to request dis sertation work or special reading in this area. It 

was agreed that this was certainly a topic which it conlel be necessary that 

(future) installation managers should. have sOllie understnndine· /Illts ic I/O 
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nasic I/O Supervisor Project 

Though the meeting was generally impressed with the project, some 

doubts were expressed concerning the completion of the project and the 

interdependence of the teams. It was felt that it would be preferable if the 

teams could have the satisfaction of seeing the project completed, whereas at 

present it was expected that time would run out well before the completion .of 

the project. It was suggested that there might be a case for directing effort 

on the part of the fac.ul ty staff to construct the hardware simulator which 

could then be used by the group cons·tructing the I/O supervisor without being 

constrained by any delays or shortcoming in the group which presently has this 

task (Page). Similarly 0. group could construct a hardware simulator and test 

it against an available I/O simulator, in this way making each group independent 

of the others, and ensuring a better chance of completion the project in the 

allotted time. Although this was considered to be an intere sting approach, it 

was felt that it would . be costly from the point of view of effort by faculty st •. ff 

and might lose one of the fe'tltures of the present situati.on in which 

there was c onsidcnl.ble c t)!llpe t ition bctMe en the r, roups to shortcoming s in 

the <1esign of the other parts of the system (Freeman). It WA.S poi.nted out in 

passin." that the provision of the hardware simulator had other a(lvantages, 

including the simulation of the required for practical teaching of 

systems maintenance and instrumentation, (Mic·paelson). 
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APPENDIX 1 

BASIC INPUT/OlYrpU'£ S()PEltvISOll PllOJECT 

Interaction between te ams 



To;,,-'! 1 

SI}fUT .:\TOR 

Has the e asy job of rea.dinR cards; 
and the more intricate problems of 
timing to simulate real I/O devices. 

............ 

T ':;AN 2 

I/O SUPERVISOR 
Has no autonomy; merely r e sponds to 
reque sts, asynchronous from 'i'3AM 1 
and synchronous from TEAI-I 3. 

TBAl-! 3 

APPLICATION PROGRANS 

Design programs to test TEA}1 1 
and TEAl-I 2 

Produce s a channel program to read 
a card: 

READ 80 characters 

Transfers via CALL macro to I/O 
supervisor, 
program for 

to execut e this channel 
a card reader I/O supervisor accepts and queues 

the request. 4 I 
Issues TCH (test channel) to (simulated) ( 1 ) 
hardware is the card reader free? 

Entry point for - TCH; 
Status Representation 

searches the d I 

Table, 
entry f 
and set 
code ' ( 
or is i 
and ret 

1 

; 

" 

DEVICE $ 

DlNICE 2 
.............. 

1 

1 

I · 

1 

1 
P 

TCH (2) 

" 

If channel and unit are available, the 
I/O supervisor issues SIO (Start I/O) 
for the channel program 

';ntry for SIO: issues GEl' to rea l 
card reader.. .-

I 

OS 
<3 

c:J __ 
Before control, another 
interval inserted into Future Events 

to determine a 
future interrupt 
and t hen returns, say ing 
'working on it' or 

TI;·lER 
HJTEH.YAL 

I:iTERVAL 

SIO (3) 

cont rol to 
applica tion progr am (see next page) 

i 

0. 
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TEAM 1 TOOl 2 1 TEAM 3 

Issues to wait for completion 
of the read 

(Waits for asynchronous 
interrupt from TEAM 1) 

When the associated timer element 
for this read is completed, 
tests the 'System Nask' of TWI 2; 
if not enabled, queues the interrupt 
and enabled, presents 
to T&\l1 2 immediately, after moving --r---, 
8O-character image to designated 
area belonging to TWI 3. 
(Data movement delayed until timer · 
interrupt for this read is completed) 

, Entry point. for asynchronouS 
interrupts: Tests (simulated) 

status presented by TEAM 1, 
j:._and sets 'GOOD r ·· til' . 'BAD' flag: 

, , . 
,- returns control to TEAH 3 
i Now proceeds With 

read. 

Channel 
operation 

Interface 

CALL 

CPU 
operation real life 

replaced by 

Interface 

Access method macro 

CALL 

I 
·- 1 

the 80 characters 

01 
-0 
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APP.8NDIX 2 

SYLLAHUS FOl, CONFUTER AND I NFORl'L\TION SClliNC!;; 222 
"Design of Control Programs" 

Course De scription (3 hours credit) 

Revie1f of supervisory programs for selected scientific and commercial 

systems (e .g. FMS, COOP, I13SYS, OS). I dentification of common and dissimilar 

elements. Influence on computer a rchitecture. Special requirements of fail-

soft and communication-oriented systems. 

Prerequisite Courses 

A. Basic undergraduate i nst ruction in at least one procedure-oriented language 

(typically, PL/I), and usually in machine language, assembler language, and 

job control language. 

B. "Fundamentals of I nformation Processing" (CIS 100). Mathematical foundatior 

of information processing, encoding, log ic of switching, machine-language 

programming, organization of computer systems, representation of information 

structures, design of algorithms. 

C. "Programming Systems" (CIS 101). ,' , Structure and design of programs which 

process programs. Assemblers, interpreters, compilers, generators, input-

output control systems, supervisors. Formal programming languages, 

syntactic descriptions, symbolic functions, and manipUlations. 

D. "Structural Hathematics in Information Science" (CIS 102). An 

introduction to the structural mathematics germane to computer and 

information science. Elementary set theory, semigroups, homomorphisms, 

equivalences, congruences, algebraic and relational systems, introduction 

to category theory, application to automnta theory, formal language theory, 

anrl, data base theory. 

Othe r Courses Commonly Taken Before CIS 222 

E. "13usines s Data Proce ssinc" (CIS 130). Banunl, semi-automatic, and automatic 

systems for the routine proce.s ing of data. Accounting concepts and data-

processing implications. Organization of sequential and direct aCcess 

files. Checking and control techniques. Students in small teams will 

study actual business applications and r ecommend data processing systems. 
IF. 
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F. "Architecture of Computers" (CIS 204). Introduction to computer 

architecture, storage, accessing, bussing and addressing, arithmetic 

and log ical units; sequential control principles, concurrency; input-

output sy stems and devices. 

Material Pre sented in CIS 222 · (Fall, 1968 ) 

1. Bibliography. 

2. 

a. 100 references to ,journal articles (primarily 1962-1968) relevant 

to control-program theory and design, some of which are given in 

Appendix 3. 

b. 10 texts. 

AC, ; Vonference on Operating Systems. Gatlinburg, Tenn. (October, 1967) 

l'he Compa tible Time-Sharing System. A Programme r's Guide. 
F.J. Corbato at d. Press, 1963 

Computer Simulation T .H. Naylor et a1. Wiley, 1966. 

Compute r Softwltre, Ivan Flores. Prentice-Hall, 1965 

Da ta Communic at. ions in Business. E.C. Gentle, ed . Public Service 
Company of New York, 1966. 

De s ign of' I.lenl-time Computer Systems. 
1967. 

James Martin. Prentice-Hall, 

Programming LfI,nauages, Information Structure s, and Nachine 
Oraanizntion. Peter Wegner. HcGraw-Hill, 1968. 

l 'rogramming Systems .and Languages. Saul Rosen, ed. NcGraw-Hill, 1967 •. 

Programming the IBM SYstem/360. Clarence B. Germain. Prentice-Hall, 1967. 

c. IBM Manuals. 

08/360 Concepts and Facilities 
0:>/360 HVT Supervisor 
OS/360 Job NBMagement 

! 

SRL C28-6535-1 
PL/ol 
PLH 

(10/21/67) 

Class project for entire semester (15-20;·. of total effort): An as,embler-

language program to perform all functions of an I/O supervisor including: 

a. Simulation of privileged instructions (e.g. Start I/O, Set System Mask, 

Load Program Status Word), using both real I/O devices and device simulators: 

lb. 
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b. Acceptance of requests for I/O service (Execute Channel Program), 

enqueuing, responding to I/O interruptions, dequeuing, and performing 

simulated I/O using (a);. and 

c. Creation of realistic test programs to validate both the supervisor 

(b) and the I/O simulator (a). 

J. 17 lectures by Professor ·Freeman. 

a. Five lectures on machine architecture and operation (in particular, 

on System/J60 during the Fall-1968 semester). Review for older students, 

remedial for new students. Particular emphasis on privileged ,operations 

and their utilization in the supervisor. 

b. Seven lectures on control-program elementsl I/O supervisor, task 

control, device allocation, core allocation, disk-storage allocation, 

job control, program loading, telecommunications aspects. 

c. Five l e ctures on· speci .. l topics: 

i. real-time systems 

ii. paged-memory systems 

. t{i. memory hierarchie s for SYSIN, SYSOUT; and SYSHllS 

iv. problems witI'> shareable datal contention for d.isks, integrity ., 
in an update-mode environment 

v. prospectus for very large, . distributed-response systems. 

4. Honographs by stUdents (approximate ly 12 papers) 

a. 5000-word paper, . expected t o, show scholarly, mature approach to a 

control-program topic. Footnotes and references appropriate to a 

conference paper shoul" be ·furnis'1ed. (Two exampl es are referred to in 

the main text). 

b. 60-minute oral presentation, umplifying particularly difficult/ 

interesting aspects of written paper. 

c. Together, (a) an" (b) are wort!) of final grade in course . 

d. Two of the better l,apers are . attached to this syllabus. 

/5. 
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5. Final examination (no hour quizzes); worth 

a. Synopses of papers al ready heard. 

b. Spot questions on key items from bibliography. 

c. .i<;ssay questions on basic lecture material 



APPENDIX 3 

SELECTED REFERENCES 

1 • Organizing a network of computers to meet deadlines. Eastern Joint 

Camp Conference. A.L. Leiner et 0.1. EJCC57 pp. 115-127. ---
PILOT computer complex. Overall efficiency; does one 

computer idle while another is producing its input? 

Use of queuing theory to ' predict efficiency losses. 

2. A program-controlled program interruption system; F.P. Brooks, Jr. EJCC57. 

The distinct purposes: rapid response to extra-program 

circumstances (e.g. I/O completions), and rapid redirection 

after CPU-oriented, low-probability occurrences (e.g. fixed 

point overflow). Priorities of interrupts must be 

carefully determined. 'Automatic storing of registers and 

location counters is unwise. 

3. Program interrupt on the UNIVAC Scientific computer. Jules Hersel. WJCC56 

pp. 52-53. 

4. An experimental monitoring routine for the IBM 705. H.V. Meek. 

"TJCC56 pp. 68-70. 

5. The Share 709 system: a co-operative effort '. D.L. Shell, (ed.) 

JACM59 Vol. 6, (No 1) pp. 123ff. 

6. 

Host important advance of SOS was program debugging. Card/ 

tape interchangeability; minimum programmer constraints. 

Simplicity and automatic error detection;, Leave parameters 

unbound until execution. Symbolic updates to assembler 

progra.ms. Share committee specified SOS, I3H implemented it. 

Five man years of icommittee planning. 
i 

46,000 instructiolts and tables (13,000 
! 

, Finished system I 
" , alone). 

Programming and modifitation. LJ. Greenwald &: Maureen Kane. pp. 128-140. 

Debugging I primarily post-mortem dump. Snapshots. SOS offers assembler 

oriented symbolic debugging. 

/7. 
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7. I/O transl ation. V.J. Di sri & Jane E. King . pp. 141 - 144 

Transmission and modal macro-ins tructions . 

8. The future of. computer architecture. F .P. Brooks, Jr. IFIP65 Vol. 1. p. 8 

Slow, evolutionary development in hardware architecture based 

on 'cle arly foreseen trends: 1965_ excitement centered strictly 
, 

on time-shared multiprogramming, mUltiple-computer systems for 

high reliability and Sol.omon-like computers. Architecture is 

mature, programming systems are the current big challenge. 

Factors discouraging re-design have steadily strengthened. 

Heavy user investment in programs and data files makes next 

switch (if any) extremely difficult . Standard I/O interface, 

although I/O gets increasingly woolly as one moves away from 

the CPU. 

9. Avoiding deadlock in multi-tasking systems. J. 'i. Havender. IBHSJ68 Vol. 7, 

pp. 74-84. 

Deadlocks are usually of fOl'll\ ." A waits on resource held by B, 

H, waits on different. resource held by A,' • 'fAIT/POST concept. 

Implici t interlocks are provided for services under OS control, 

e.g. serially reusable pr ograms . ENQ and DEQ permit 

programmers to co-ordinate not under system control, 

by name . Sharenble use of. considered, as well as 

exclus ive use . In OS, ofigi'!?ally, unconstrained contention 

was to be permitted. siorage later identified as the 

most difficult resource to allocate, . cleverly. Original 

solution wns to be rollout. Problems forced re-direction. 

10. GEOliGE III - a gelleral purpose time sharing and operating system. 

M.D. Oestreicher, et 0.1. CACH67 VoL 10, No 11. pp.685-

OS for large ICT Nodels (at least 32K words of core and tH of drum/ 

disk) • plus batch. Same command/JCL, snme multi-

level filing system, implies differences only in scheduling and 

dispatching of foreground/background. FOHKJOB command permits 

/initintion 
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of offline job from console. Connect 

permits console interruption of such a job. Command 

processor is re-entrant. Conditional JCL, e.g. 'WHENEVER TIME 

UP, GO TO 25.' Dafa set names. 1900 (like S/300) has no 

hardware for paging, but it does have relocation register. 

11. An introduction to the CL-II programming system. T.E. Cheatham, Jr. and 

Gene F. Leonard. Excerpt in Programming Systems and Languages Saul Rosen, ed. 

NcGraw-Hill, 1967. 

Objectives: 

provide I/O conversion of wide variety of data types 

furnish communic ation links among different programs 

handle packed data 

furnish good debugging aids 

adequate utilities 

master files 

segment large programs 

separate data descriptions from programs using them 

12. Operating Systems. University of Nichigan Engineering Summer Conference. 

(6/62), \also RATE report P-2534. G .H. Healy. Excerpt in Programming Systems 

and Languages Saul Rosen, ed. HcGraw-Hill, 1967) . 

I/O Systems. Serial vers'us drum-like devices (no special 

distinction for DASDs y/ moving access mechanisms) 263. 

Symbolic 1/01 user states needs in terms of SYSxxx; operator 

'and supervisor jointly perform allocations. Total I/O system 

comprises buffer management, IDS, unit interpretative routines 

(Appendages in OS/360, plus other device-dependent coding), 
i 

and other inter-task control blocks. Supervisory systems. 
I 
I 

Control cards typiically have assembler-language syntax. , 

/13. 
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13. Experience in multiprogramming . Discussion by panel. IFIP65 Vol. 21 

Pl'. 362-. 

"Using B5500 disk file HOP" by O. Polish instructions, interrupt 

logic, indirect addressing, and privileged instructions. I/O 

interrupts not maskable ,. to perform anY I/O, must accept interrupt 

from any unrelated operation (just like OS/360). Inherent dynamic 

storage allocation . Since each descriptor contains presence bit, if 

missing, data must be retrieved from backing storage. 

14. The efficient use of multi-level storage. G.G. Scarrott. IFIP65 Vol. 1. 

p. 137. 

Information flows through pyramidal I/O structure. Interchanges 

between levels are parasitic, i.e. do not directly contribute to 

carrying out work. Organization of parasitic activity is 

extremely difficult and important. Gross at low level 

of pyramid are easier to control by programming, contrasted with 
." 

the fastest levels (of .•. : LOS-to-fast .moves in TUOO system). 

15. pynamic flow of programs and data through hierarchical storage. Ascher Opler, 

IFIP65 Vol. 1. Pl'. 273-

Three general types of bacltfng storage l bulk core, direct access 

storage devices, and tape. mismatch between activity 

levels of data and • Format compatibility is 

absolute requirement if data filows among levels. Relative 

within block must b,e data movement should be 

asynchronous with CPU operations . Inter-device channels and 

control mechanisms will assist design. 

16. Experience in multiprogramming. Panel discussion. IFIP65, Vol. 2. Pl' . 363 . 

Nul tiprogramming Leo III' (liri tish Comput 

Achieves 170-296% of throughput for single job stream (4 jobs 

in parallel 'yields high reading). 

/17. 
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17. A resource-allocation scheme for multi-user on-line operation of a 

small computer. Allea Zeiter. SJCC67. pp . 1-

Systems/360 Node l 30 used for simul taneou8, processing of messages 
( 

against a data cell. LACO addresses prolilems of seek scheduling, 

core allocation, etc. 

18. Programming the IBN System/360. Clarence B. G.ermain. Prentice-Hali, 1967 

(soft cover). Chapter 1, Section 31 A Nonitor Program. 

3, I/O Programming. 

19. A study. of replacement algorithms for a virtual-storage computer. 

L.A. Pelady. Vol. 3, 2. 

20. 1,ffects of on file memory. Peter J. Heanning (11.1.1'. ). 

SJCC67 , pp. 9-21. 

Effects of seel< scheduling (disks) and. drum-slot s cheduling (drums) on 

paged systems. Through analytical treatment of queues, waiting 

times, etc. 

21. The analytical design of real-time disk systems. Allen 

Western Union. H'IP68 pp. 131- . 

Topic 3 of interest: dete·rministic of levels of memory , core 

contains information needed within next 10 seconds, drum information, 

for next 2 minutes, magnetic tape all other. "Staging (anticipatory) 

is key to success". 

22. IBM System/360 OS Concepts and Facilities. SRL C28-6535-1 (10/21/67). 

Resources allocated at job initiation (IlNF : still true for HVT mltg 

tapes?). Hain functions of control program are job, task, and data 

management. Types of program structure. Types of sys tem resources: 

re-entrant, etc. JCL: read and analyzed by reader/interpreter step 

scheduled for execution (1<'IFO, etc) allocation of I/O ' devices, sep 

scheduled for execution (FIFO, etc) allocation of I/O devices, step 

initiation. 

23. Programming Languages, Information Structures and Nachine Organization. 

. Peter Wegner. NcGraw-Hill, 1963. pp 11-15 're-entrant programs ....... ', 

/56-58 
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56-58 'interrupts', 78-80 'resource allocation'. 

24. COllJputer Techniques. T.H. Taylor et al. Wiley, 1966. 

Chapter 3: Computer models of queuing, inventory, and 

scheduling systems. How to run clock for I/O supervisor, etc. 

25. Design of Real-Time Computer Systems. James Hartin. Prentice-Hall, 1967. 

Chapter 9. Organization of Data in the Proce ssing Unit 

10: The Programs (pp. 140ff) 

15. Airl ine Reservations 

17. He s sage Switching 

20. Telecommunication Facilities 

26. Probability and Theory 

27. r,s timating Random-Access File Sizes 

28: Estimating l'ile lleference Times and lJueues 

26. Computer Software. Ivan Flores. Prentice-Hall, 1963. 

Imusing, prolix, basically fair comparison of alternatives. 

pp. 60-67 'Buffers' 

221-321 'IOCS' 

422- 'Supervisors' 

27. Program anel Addressing Structure in a l'ime-Sharing Environment. 

B.W. Arden et al. . JACJoI66 Vol. 13, 1, Pl'. 1- 16. 

have base registers for shuffling code around real core. 

5ymbolic base addressing (per J. Dennis) plus paging. , 
of orthodox, mUltiple-phase programs Sh01fS need for large nl1ffie 

spltce, i.e. programs written in single straight line (probably 

grossly false interpretation; overlay 'structure shows a priori 

segregation of high-activity from low-activity code). 
I 28. Handling very larue programs. Nalcolrn S. Perry (American Airlines, SABRE) 

IFIP65 Vol. 1. pp. 243-

Program handling must be minimized by proper allocation to primary, 

secondary, and tertiary levels. Changes must be insertable: 

/hardware 
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hardware and software. 1100 terminals contending for 16 lines; 

response time of at most three s econds. 30 inputs per second, 

over 1 second to handle each implies high level of multiprogramming. 

Average input require s eight bursts of computer activity. 

29 . Dynamic control of core memory in a real-time system. W.B. Elmore & 

G.J. Evans, Jr. (IBN and American Airlines, respectively). IFIP65 Vol 1-

pp. 261-

SABRE core management algorithm. programs ,are either control 

or operational (i.e . problem program). Average computer time per 

input is 35 ms. Two 7090s , six drums, and 14 1301 files. Core 

memory control require s .6% of CPU time . 

30. Computers in the U.S. A--today aJld tomorrow . S. Fernbach, IFIP65 Vol. 1 . 

Incre.mng parallelism into computers . 'It will many years 

before optimal techniques for using disk or other mass storage 

device in conjunction with othe r hierarchies . of central memory 

will be realized • •.• '. 

31. Operating systems for job-to-.job running. W.B. Orchard-Hays. 

pp. 237-242. 

When and where o.s. originated is hard to define. 

user, o.s. is the computer. 

1'0 the 

32. A time-sharing sysitem. 

SJCC54 Pl'. 207-411. 

J.I. Schwartz et 0.1. 

Il'IP65 Vol. 1 

Description of ISS for AN/FS(lf-32 computer at the Sys tem Development 

Corp. 

33. Segmentation and the d.esign of mulhprogrammes computer systems. 

Jack B. Dennis. JACH65 pp. 589-602, Vol 12. 

l!esource requirements in mul tiprogrammed environment vary vllstly 

and rapidly. Advantageous for: computations to relinquish 

unneeded core spacei (if feasible, considering the second-to-

second variation in the core map). r!elocation register is 

required for dynamic movement of a mid-flight program. E:ven 

/then, 
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tlwn, core fragmentation occurs unless IJhysical memory 

is divided into e'lual-size blocks, loaded in toto. 

34. A directly coupl e d multi-processing system. E.C. Smith, Jr. 

I13HSJ63 pp. 218- 7040/"i090 DCS. 

Primari.ly for scionfific work. Can be cOllllectcd by shared 

disk (' iudirectly coupled') 01' direct data channel ('directly 

coupled' ) • Por al tter, 7090 does nOlle of own I/O, ask 7040 

(by i nterrupt) for blocks (good for sequential operations, 

poor for random). 

35. Design of an integrated programming and operating system: Part III, 

'the expamled function of the loader'. R. Hedberg. IDHSJ63 pp. 298-

Loader makes I/O assigrunents OS/360, where scheduler 

makes them), ss ·ts up over-lays, edits control sections. 

36. ACh Storage Alloca.tion SYlllposium. CACN61 (October issue), p. 416. 

(Cf. also opening statements by Joe Rutledge and Antol Holt in Nay 1961 CACM, 

pp. 209-211). 

37. CL-I. an environment for a compiler. T.E. Cheatham, Jr.et al. 

CACM61 Pl'. 23-28. 

Storage allocatioll problems. 

38. i'&Ultiprogrflmmin<.: stretch: feasibility cons id.erations. E.l' . Codd !!.!....!!:!. 
CACN59 Vol. 2/ _':0 11 / Nov. 1'.l" 1 3-

39. Some thoughts on parallel processing. . Lynn Yarbrough. CACl'i60 pp. 539-

i>arly specification of need for core s torage keys . 

40. '£ime sharing in large! fast computers. c. Strachey. IFI1'59 pp . 336-341. 

Heqllires I/O interrupt system and matching supervisor. 

advantage: di s tinction botween on-lil1e a nd off-line equipment 

large l.y (lisappears. ;'10 further use for internal buffering. 

Socond advantage: multi.-jobbing. Third: checking programs and 

ma.in"tenance simplifiell. 
, 

'fwo major oporationo.l problems: debugging 

and. CPU/ device rna i.ntoll"nce. I'eed for privilegc(l operations nlrco.dy 

appa.rent. '(;OIUpa.ct' programs nceded in mul ti-j obbing envirorunent, 

limits check for e ach store oper:ltion. /41. 
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41. Concurrently operating computer systems . A. L. Leiner et al 

(National lJureau of Standards). IFIP59. 

PILOT installed in summer of 1969. Three different computers. 

Programmed to work concurrently on common problems. CPUs I , 

arithmetic, overhead processor (cf. ASP). Primary computer 

controls secondary systems by special instruction which 

asynchronously, interrupts secondary and transfers data between 

their private storages, in either direction ; 

.42. Programming design features of the Gamma 60 computer. Peter Dreyfus. 

EJCC53. 

43. Share 709 systeml supervisory control. H. Bratman & J.V. Boldt. 

DACH59 Vol. 6, p. 152. 

Accounting. measurement. Handles traps. 

Communication region. Tape address assignment. I(nput)-

J; (xecution)-O(u'Lput) phases of job, 3 tape runs: 'I' to standard 

input run, 'SI' to 'SO' run, 'and standard output to printable/ 

punchable formats. 

44. DH-1. a genernli7.ed data manageme nt system. P.J. Dixon and J. Sable. 

SJCC67 rn. 185-199. 

Comprehensive seminar to inquiry and. batch processing. 

Automatic ,',rranging of attributes and pointers to meet 

special retrieval requests. 

45. J. LA. "ul tiprocessor systein. 1>.C. Stn.ngn.. SJCC67 pp. 67-74. 

Hardware requirements for 2-processor high-availabil i ty 

configuration. Test and Set instruction, tie-breaking 

circuitry in core modules and I/O control units. Automatic , 
i 

Recovery System requires indication of 'health' from each 
I 

CPU every second; or it automatically IPLs sick system. 

/46. 
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46. The DB23 Automatic Operating and Scheduling Program. R.N. Thompson 

and J .A. Wilkins,on - Purroughs in Programming System and Languages. Saul Rosen, 

McGraw-Hill, 1961 . 

AOSP first presented at 1962 EJCC. Host of AOSP concerns retrieval 

of named objects from files, run-time :allocation of memory, and 
, -

I/O control. Multi-CPU, similar to twin-65 operating under 

Designed for C & C environmentl typical batch-type UP, plus 

servicing of displays, console entry. 

41. An application-oriented multiprocessing system. (FAA system? IBHSJ61 , 

Vol 6/No 2. 

Deviations from S/360 include programmed configuration control, 

' storage partitioning" system monitoring, and operation control. 

Aggregate need of 300K ,intructions/second, each c9mputing 

element (CE) exe cutes 160K instructions/second. Therefore, 

3 CEs give 36 redundancy. Element is active when performing 

air traffic control, redundant if available within a 30 second 

recovery period, or inactive. 

48'. D825--a lOul tiple-co'mputer system for command and control. 

James P. Anderson et al. Burroughs Corps. FJCC62 pp. 86-96. 

Overriding criterionl high Choice of 

replicated single-computer systems, partially-shared memories, 

master/slave control, modular. Chose latter, pools 

of processors, memories and channels. Automatic Operating and 

Scheduling Program operates with CPUs using switching 

interlocks (hardware). 

49. Pile organization and addressing. ,Werner Buchholz. IBHSJ63 pp. , 16-

Pi! contain records of wfiich one field is the identifier. 

Primary key is usual basis for physical ordering. Scanning 

requires scanning half of file, on average, if the latter is 

unordered, 10g2n if ordered. (Good general description of files). 

/50. 
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50. Advance Computer Organ.izations. :Jympos ium chaired by \i.F. Bauer. 

IFIP62 Pl'. 561 -564. 

In I/O, 6 significant hardware/software trends. 

control and synchronization; /'" interleaved memory access; 
'/ 

assignment flexibility (q.f. frozen addresses for 360 

devi.ces); simultaneous I/O and computing; pre-digestion 

of data and parallel processing; interactive consoles. 

51. Plannine the 3600. C .1'. Casale. FJCC62. cnc 3600. 

Architecture done in 1961, delivery in 1963. Note that it is 

slanted towarlls Burroughs CPUs. No hardware assistance for 

multi-programming (qf. S/360). 

52. Symp" thetically programmed, computers. W.F. Sclunitt and A.B. l'onik (UNIVAC), 

IFIP59 pp. 344-

Can single programmer specify several unrelated problems to operate 

multiprogrammed? From stand point, divide into 

multiple, identical CPUs, capable of performing different parts 

of single problem ('If . ILLIAC IV). Programming would be 

impossibly difficult. LAltC comprises t1{O sympathetically-

linked hardware units: CPU and I/O processor. Two are 

independently programmed. For I/O communication, LARC chose 

synchronous test (deliberate overhead) rather than synchronous 

interruptions (extra-hardware). Former concept is now essentially 

doad. 

53. Programmed I/O lJufforing (':;hare SO:; system). O. anll S.J. Swift, 

]>!>. 145- JAl:H59 Vol. 6, I 145ft. 

Desplttchinp, probloms for computer capa.ble of parft!lel synchronous 

-= opern.tions. 19-20 tape dri.ves, typically. Tape write time = 

16x core ti.me, start/stop = 400xcore time. "nticipatory buffering. 

,3talll.ilLrd se t of phys i cal and logical record formats. Set of 

internal tables describing buffers IOC:;. Segmented physical 

records, a fortran !W:;J)-'l'AP8 statements. 
/Types of 
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Types of IOCS routines. core transcription (Hove mode , data 

management, skipping/backspacing), physical I/O despatching 

(co-ordi.nation of executing routines). Test routines monitor 

devices and queues. Des ratcher and Drain. . . Buffer unit 

manipulation. No interrupt support. Programmer synchronously 

gives control to TEST subroutine. 

54. Hultiprogram scheduling: Parts 1-2. introduction and theory. 

E.lI. Coss. CACM60, Vol 3, pp 347_350 . 

Stretch. Factors influencing scheduling. nature of jobs, , . 

surplus/load ratio, arrival pattern, and operating and service 

policies. 

Urgency, precedence (of related jobs), estimated ruruling time 

(of varying reliability). Programs must be fully relocatable. 

Basic problem. system has two kinds of facilities. those to be 

space-shared, those to be time-shared. If a set of programs is given, 
, .. ' 

how to optimize by overall completion time. 

2-dimensional Gantt charts. 

Answer. 

55. --Parts 3-4. scheduling algorithm and external constraints. E.F. Codd. 

CACM60, Vol 3, pp 413-418. 

56. Vynamic storage allocation for a real-time system. ImISJ53! Vol. 1. pp. 21Q 

Typical environment" for (untested) algorithms is airlines-
r '. 

reservation system. Eo.ch request mus,\> be processed by several 

sub-programs from large library, plus references to massive files. 

l,jost response time spend retrieving information from backing store. 

57. Planning a Computer System (Project Stretch). Werner Buchholz, ed. 

HcGraw-Hill, 1962. 
! . Architecture scctlon. In 1956, when Stretch started, multi-

programming was new, viewed suspiciously; already mandatory 

for high-performance systems. GUiding principles for hardware: 

overall optimization, power rather than simplicity, generalized 

features, special ized eqUipment for recurring tasks, 'systematic 
/ instruc "t i on 
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instruction set" provision for new operating techniques. 

I/O Control (Chapter 12, W. Buchholz). Early computers had 

primitive I/O. 7030 furnished large number of logically 

identical, independently operable chan.nels. CPU contains 

no specialized equipment for one I/O device, only generalized 

attachments. 

No external buffer storage for devices if possible' to 

send data directly to main memory. Buffer memory needed to 

transpose rows/c.olumns for card/printer equipment only • 

. Multiprogramming 13, Codd et al) . Local concurrency I 

. I/E overlap, look-ahead. Multiple-facility computing system 

resembles industrial job shop. Six principles multi-

programming. Need not· dest"gnate points at which control 

may , be yield.ed to higher-priority taskJ this is performed by 

interrupts. 

58. Advanced computer organization. F . P. Brooks, Jr. IFIP62 pp. 384-

Nitmory hierarchies pose addressing problems: Single ' continuous 

address sequence, vs. several? 

Allocation of levels to problem quantities. Indexing within 

an array only partly contain"id 'in fast memory. Slower memories 

of at least two additional for cheap storage. Users demand 

that monitors and compilers internal and external memories 

indistinguishable to them, suitably allocated, and efficiently 

exploited. Content addressilng (i.e. as s ociative memory) will 

naver be the basic fast store for GP computers. Physical co-" 

ordinates are exploited by ,direct addressing, duplicated by 

content addressing. 

/59. 
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59. 1'he computer and its peripheral equipment. 

• . Pl'. 64-69. 

N. 

Problems already limited by tape, not CPU. of clock hours for 

partial differential equations are spent j <. tape passing. 

Inventory control: should card reader and prints be attached 

to computer, or should off-line card and printer machines 

transcribe tape? Hulti-tasking already seen necessary. 

Dislt-oriented jobs r e'luire concurrent seek and record processing. 

60. An automatic supervisor for the IBH 702. 

IlJCC56. Pl' . 21-26. 

Bruse Honcrieff. 

Human operator cannot compete with m<.tchine for routine 

Haj6r problem 1 handling of t ape reels. Advance mount; flip/flop 

betwee 1\ two drives. Header label on tape, automatic verification. 

Only 700 chRracters of high-speed memory. 


